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Changes in cognition and continence as predictors of rehabilitation
outcomes in individuals with severe traumatic brain injury
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Abstract—The study objective was to examine postacute
changes in bowel and bladder continence and cognition after
severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) in persons with long-term
functional recovery to full independence. This case series
included nine patients initially admitted to inpatient rehabilitation (IR) with severe TBI who had returned to prior responsibilities and functional independence by 8 to 15 mo. Patients
had initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores of 3 to 6, posttraumatic
amnesia durations of 18 to 70 d, time-to-follow-commands of
16 to 56 d, initial abnormal brain computed tomography scans,
and initial pupil abnormalities. IR Functional Independence
Measure (FIM) cognitive and sphincter score improvements
were compared with national TBI FIM data from Uniform
Data Systems for Medical Rehabilitation (UDSMR) for 2010
(n = 16,368). All patients had IR improvements in cognitive
and sphincter FIM scores approximately twice the national
UDSMR data for 2010. All patients had combined IR discharge
sphincter FIM scores that were 12 or greater, indicating independence to modified independence with bowel and bladder function with no incontinence. Five participants (55%) were
admitted to IR with sphincter FIM scores of 11 to 12, indicating recovery of continence during acute care. These findings
suggest potential usefulness of IR cognitive FIM score changes
and of the recovery of bowel and bladder continence for predicting favorable functional outcomes following severe TBI.

Key words: fecal incontinence, Functional Independence
Measure score, outcomes assessment, postacute change, prediction, prognosis, rehabilitation, TBI, traumatic brain injury,
urinary incontinence.

INTRODUCTION
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an important public
health concern due to its magnitude, costs, and clinical
and social consequences in both military and civilian
populations. Rates of TBI increased in every Active Duty
service branch from 2000 through 2011, with the largest
increases occurring among Active Duty Army and
Marine Corps servicemembers nationally and in global
theaters of operation [1]. The prevalence of TBI in veterans returning from the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan
is significant. For example, 59,218 veterans of these conflicts were evaluated or treated at a Department of Veterans Affairs medical center from October 1, 2001, to
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UDSMR = Uniform Data Systems for Medical Rehabilitation.
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December 31, 2011, for a condition related to a TBI [1–2].
Also, between January 2003 and December 2011, 1,255
veterans experienced moderate TBI to severe TBI (STBI)
in the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts [3]. The National
Center for Injury Prevention and Control estimates that
each year approximately 1.7 million civilians in the
United States sustain a TBI, of which about 1.36 million
are treated and released from emergency departments,
while many of the 275,000 that are hospitalized have
moderate TBI to STBI [2]. Uncertainty regarding longterm outcome expectations is a source of significant
anguish to the families of veterans and civilians with
recent STBIs. Identification of specific predictors of
long-term rehabilitation outcomes for veteran and civilian patients having an STBI would have uses that would
include family counselling.
Long-term neurologic and cognitive deficits that
impede the return to independent living are expected in
most individuals experiencing an STBI; however, some
of these patients recover full independence, which
includes a successful return to work, school, and prior
responsibilities. A consensus conference sponsored by
the National Institutes of Health in 1999 determined that
further research was necessary to identify specific factors
affecting long-term functional outcomes in people with
TBI [4]. Identification of factors predictive of improvement could have important implications for intervention
development, cost projection, allocation of funding for
TBI treatment, and family counselling.
Studies published since 1999 have reported impractical or conflicting results regarding individual acute and
postacute care factors that may be predictive of functional outcomes after moderate TBI to STBI in both civilians and veterans. For example, late and/or chronic
postacute quantitative volumetric changes in brain parenchyma and cerebrospinal fluid spaces on computed
tomography (CT) scan images at 12 to 14 yr post-TBI in
a group of Vietnam veterans having closed or penetrating
head trauma were correlated with the potential for a
return to gainful employment and passing scores on the
Armed Forces Qualification Test and a disability scale
that combined various clinical and neuropsychological
components [5–6]. However, the practical utility of these
findings may be limited by the prolonged time interval
from the acute TBI. Also, multiple acute TBI characteristics are now being used in two research models, the Corticosteroid Randomization after Significant Head Injury
(CRASH) and International Mission on Prognosis and
Analysis of Clinical Trials in TBI (IMPACT) databases,

both of which have been validated as useful instruments
for the determination of early prognosis, including outcomes at 6 mo [7–8]; however, the predictive value of
these two models beyond 6 mo remains uncertain.
The literature examining the use of early postacute
measures for predicting long-term functional outcomes
beyond 6 mo has not been fully explored, and cases of
long-term recovery to full independence have been the
focus of limited research in both civilians and veterans.
The measures that are most commonly used during inpatient rehabilitation (IR) and outpatient rehabilitation to
quantify rather than predict outcomes include the
Glasgow Outcome Scale, the Extended Glasgow Outcome Scale, the Disability Rating Scale, the Functional
Assessment Measure, the Functional Status Examination,
various TBI-specific and generic quality of life measures,
various neuropsychological testing batteries, and the
Functional Independence Measure (FIM) [9–13].
The FIM is administered nationally to many IR
patients, including those with TBI, which would make it
a practical tool for predicting long-term functional outcomes. A number of studies have looked at the utility of
the FIM for long-term outcome prediction [14–16]. However, these studies have relied primarily on total FIM
scores, which include both the motor and cognitive components of this scale, on admission and/or on discharge
from IR [14–16]. One potential problem with including
the FIM motor score for outcome prediction is the inability to separate the effects of physical trauma from TBIrelated disability in the motor score components. However, cognitive and sphincter FIM scores, which measure
the return of bowel and bladder continence, may be more
directly related to TBI. Sphincter incontinence is common after an acute TBI, and its persistence may be associated with poorer functional outcomes [17–18]. This
case series examines cognitive and sphincter FIM score
gains and the return of bowel and bladder continence by
discharge from IR in nine civilian patients having an
STBI who had favorable long-term recovery with a return
to full functional independence by 8 to 15 mo postinjury.

METHODS
Patients
Nine civilian patients with STBI, treated by the first
author of this study, were selected for inclusion in this
case series because of their full functional recoveries and
return to prior responsibilities and professional roles
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within the community. We sought to retrospectively
examine improvement in bowel and bladder continence
and cognitive FIM scores in this case series. The patients
were admitted to IR at 16 to 37 d after acute nonpenetrating
TBI. The nine patients had initial Glasgow Coma Scale
(GCS) scores of 3 to 6, abnormal initial brain CT scans
consistent with diffuse axonal injury, and initial pupil
abnormalities. Patients had posttraumatic amnesia (PTA)
durations of 18 to 70 d and time-to-follow-commands
(TFC) of 16 to 56 d. IR ranged from 18 to 73 d. Outpatient rehabilitation ranged from 3 to 9 mo. Following outpatient rehabilitation, all patients resumed functional
independence, including the return of independent living,
gainful employment, and/or school. Two of the patients
subsequently graduated from college; one became a practicing physician and the other a practicing attorney. Table
1 summarizes the clinical histories for these patients.
Procedure
Participant FIM scores were measured at the time of
admission and on discharge to IR to assess progress in
motor, cognitive, and bowel and bladder sphincter continence status. Table 2 summarizes IR participant FIM
scores. Participant IR cognitive and sphincter FIM score
improvements were compared with national normative
TBI FIM data from Uniform Data Systems for Medical
Rehabilitation (UDSMR) for 2010 (n = 16,368). Table 3
summarizes UDSMR national normative FIM score data
for STBI from 2010.
Many U.S. national accredited IR programs report
the initial and discharge FIM data to UDSMR, a company that maintains all the annual pooled data for any
patient coded as a TBI during IR. Thus, the FIM score
data used for reference comparison in this study may
have included moderate and mild TBI data in addition to
STBI scores. Z-scores were calculated by subtracting the
UDSMR mean score from the case series average and
dividing by the UDSMR standard deviation.

RESULTS
All participants returned to functional independence
by 8 to 15 mo following acute STBI, including their ability to return to prior responsibilities such as work, school,
homemaking, driving, and the ability to live independently; four are currently employed in professional roles

(physician, accountant, lawyer, and bank manager) at 3 to
14 yr postinjury.
Average initial and discharge cognitive FIM scores
were 13.2 and 26.8, respectively. IR cognitive FIM
scores improved an average of 13.6 points compared with
6.0 ± 5.8 (mean ± standard deviation) for UDSMR, a Zscore improvement of 1.31. Average initial and discharge
sphincter FIM scores were 7.8 and 13.4, respectively.
Sphincter (bowel and bladder) FIM scores improved an
average of 5.7 points compared with 3.0 ± 3.7 for
UDSMR, a Z-score improvement of 0.71.There was a
ceiling effect on the possible sphincter FIM score
improvements since five participants were admitted to IR
with combined sphincter FIM scores of 11 to 12, indicating significant recovery of continence during acute care.
Table 2 summarizes IR patient FIM scores. Table 3 summarizes UDSMR national normative FIM score data for
STBI from 2010.
Participants had IR improvements in cognitive FIM
scores more than twice the national UDSMR average for
2010, and approximately two times the improvement in
sphincter FIM scores for that year even with the ceiling
effect described previously. Also, bowel and bladder continence improved during IR for each case participant, and
all had combined bowel and bladder FIM scores of 12 or
greater, indicating independence to modified independence with bowel and bladder function with no incontinence. The average combined discharge sphincter FIM
score for participants was 13.4 compared with 9.8 ± 3.8
for the national UDSMR scores.

DISCUSSION
All participants met the criteria for STBI but resumed
major life roles, including the return to work and school
and the ability to function independently, within 8 to 15 mo
of the trauma; several subsequently achieved professional degrees and/or assumed professional roles. These
favorable functional outcomes are atypical given the
usual acute care physical and behavioral TBI prognostic
indicators for these participants, such as the GCS scores,
PTA durations, TFC, initial brain CT scan findings, and
initial pupil abnormalities.
The nine patients had initial emergency department
GCS scores of 3 to 6. The GCS score is the clinical measure most commonly used in the determination of initial
TBI severity [19–20]. GCS scores have been shown to
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Table 1.
Clinical histories.
Variable
Age (yr)
Sex

Case 1
21

Case 2
19

Case 3
26

Case 4
27

Case 5
24

Case 6
45

Case 7
16

Case 8

Case 9

34

16

F

F

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Initial GCS Score
Trauma

3

3

6

3

3

3

3

3

3

ED

4

3

6

3

4

3

3

3

3

Initial Pupils
Dilated 
Sluggish 
nonreactive
bilateral

Sluggish
bilateral

Sluggish 
bilateral

Dilated

Sluggish 
bilateral

3 mm reactive Reactive
bilateral
bilateral

Sluggish 
bilateral

Sluggish 
bilateral

Sluggish

Sluggish 
bilateral

3 mm reactive Reactive
bilateral
bilateral

Right

Reactive

Left

Dilated 
Reactive
nonreactive

Sluggish 
bilateral

SDH, SAH,
Contusions,
edema, sub- edema
falcine 
herniation

Bifrontal hem- DAI, cerebral Frontal tempo- Temporal frac- Basal ganglia BifrontalBihemisphere
ture (L),
hematoma
orrhagic con- edema
ral hemorparietal
hemorrhagic
with mass
SDH (L),
tusions,
rhagic
contusions,
and brain stem
bihemisphere  effect (L)
SAH, DAI
contusions
SDH with
contusions,
(R), SAH,
contusions
mass effect
SAH, DAI,
DAI
(L), midline edema
shift
Confused,
Unresponsive, Unresponsive, Comatose,
Comatose,
Comatose,
Comatose, C6
obtunded
comatose
comatose
facial fraccephaloseizures,
spine fracture,
nonfocal
tures, multi- hematoma
bilateral
frontal scalp
ple trauma
examination
(L)
pneumothorax laceration
Supportive
Supportive
Ventriculos- Ventilation,
Ventilation
Craniotomy Ventriculostomy,
care
care
tomy 
mannitol
mannitol
(L),
ventilation
ventilation
osmotic
ventilation

Initial Brain CT
Scan

Initial Examination Decerebrate
rigidity

Intubated,
coma

Intervention

Holocraniectomy

Ventriculostomy 
ventilation

Acute 
Complications

Pneumonia

Severe hypo- Respiratory
natremia
failure, 
pneumonia

Respiratory
failure

Respiratory
failure, 
pneumonia

Respiratory
failure

Respiratory
Respiratory
Respiratory
failure, vocal failure (7 d) failure
cord 
paralysis
20
22
30
50
~36
~40
33
22
24

TFC (d)

30

16

35

56

31

25

PTA Duration (d)
Transfer to IR at
Postinjury (d)
IR Duration (d)

37
37

18
17

49
16

70
33

44
22

35
27

27

28

37

27

73

21

43

6

3

11

8

3

5

Outpatient Rehabilita3
tion (mo)
Functional Outcome Drives, indeat 12–15 mo
pendent,
returned to
school at 
8 mo

Current EmployPhysician 
ment Status (time (9 yr)
postinjury)
Current Neurologic Normal
Examination

Drives, independent,
returned to
school at 
9 mo

Lawyer 
(14 yr)

18
3

27
6

Drives,
Drives, 
Drives,
Drives,
Returned to
Drives,
Returned to high
returned to
worked at
returned to
returned to
high school
returned to
school (10th
previous job hospital as
college by 
work as util- (10th grade) work as
grade) by 
15 mo
at bank by 
orderly by 
ity shift man- by 7–8 mo
manager at
9 mo
12 mo
15 mo
ager by 7–
small
8 mo
company at 
8 mo
Banker 
Hospital
College 
Shift manager Student, 10th Payroll
Student, 10th
(3 yr)
orderly (2 yr, student 
(10 mo)
grade (—)
manager 
grade (11 mo)
8 mo)
(23 mo)
(12 mo)

3rd nerve
Wide-based
Mild spastic- Partial foot
Eye blindness Residual hemi- 1 seizure since Mild dysarthria,
paresis (R)
palsy, mild
gait, poor
ity, weakdrop (R),
(R), 3rd
discharge,
mild
ness (R UL) unable to run nerve palsy
hemiparesis, tandem gait
difficulty
hemiparesis
dysarthria
(R), dysarwith tandem (L)
thria, mild
gait
imbalance
C = cervical, CT = computed tomography, DAI = diffuse axonal injury, ED = emergency department, F = female, GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale, IR = inpatient rehabilitation, L = left, M = male, PTA = posttraumatic amnesia, R = right, SAH = subarachnoid hemorrhage, SDH = subdural hemorrhage, TFC = time-to-followcommand, UL = upper limb.
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Table 2.
Inpatient rehabilitation Functional Independence Measure (FIM) scores.

Variable
Cognitive FIM
Initial
Discharge
Change
Sphincter FIM
Initial (total)
Discharge (total)
Change (total)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 6

Case 7

Case 8

Case 9

19
30
11

10
22
12

12
30
18

5
14
9

17
25
8

10
28
18

11
33
22

23
35
12

12
24
12

1,1 (2)
7,7 (14)
6,6 (12)

1,1 (2)
7,7 (14)
6,6 (12)

6,6 (12)
6,6 (12)
0,0 (0)

6,6 (12)
7,7 (14)
1,1 (2)

1,1 (2)
6,6 (12)
5,5 (10)

5,6 (11)
7,7 (14)
2,1 (3)

5,6 (11)
7,7 (14)
2,1 (3)

5,6 (11)
7,7 (14)
2,1 (3)

1,6 (7)
6,7 (13)
5,1 (6)

Table 3.
2010 National Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation
(UDSMR) inpatient rehabilitation traumatic brain injury final and
corrected Function Independence Measure (FIM) scores (N = 16,368).

FIM Scores
Cognitive FIM
Initial
Discharge
Change
Sphincter FIM
Initial
Discharge
Change

Case 5

Mean ± Standard Deviation
16.97 ± 7.74
22.95 ± 7.43
5.99 ± 5.79
6.84 ± 3.92
9.85 ± 3.85
3.01 ± 3.73

Note: Permission for data use and source of this data is UDSMR.

correlate well with IR admission cognitive FIM scores
[21] but alone are of limited use for predicting long-term
functional outcomes [19,21–23]. Also, the initial GCS
scores may be compromised by sedation, intubation,
intoxication, and eye swelling [21–23]. Case participants
had PTA duration of 18 to 70 d. PTA duration is another
indicator of TBI severity that has been used to predict
long-term functional outcomes [19,21,24–26]. Generally,
school- to working-age people with TBI having PTA
durations of less than 14 d have more favorable functional outcomes at 1 yr in terms of the return to full- or
part-time employment, school, or homemaking, whereas
those with PTA durations of more than 28 d have poorer
outcomes. An investigation of veterans and military
dependents having moderate to severe nonpenetrating
TBI found that the accuracy of PTA in outcome prediction was improved when persistent clinical neurologic
impairments such as limb paresis, imbalance, and problems with gait were present [27]. However, in this case
series, eight of the nine patients had residual neurologic
impairments that included limb paresis, imbalance, and
problems with gait, which did not improve the predictive

value of their PTA durations (18–70 d) since all had
favorable outcomes that would not have been expected.
Participants had TFC of 16 to 56 d. TFC has been shown
to correlate with long-term functional outcomes in TBI
[23–24,28], with poorer outcomes expected in cases having TFC greater than 1 to 2 wk [21–22], particularly
when the prolonged TFC is associated with pathology on
brain imaging studies [28]. All nine participants in this
case series had favorable outcomes despite their prolonged TFC (16–56 d) and abnormal neuroimaging.
All participants had intracranial pathology on admission neuroimaging during acute care associated with poor
outcomes such as contusions, epidural and subdural hemorrhage, intracerebral hematoma, depressed skull fracture, midline shift, and diffuse axonal injury [22,28–29].
Contusions involving the temporal lobes and the brain
stem may be associated with the worst outcomes, and
these findings were present in several participants [22].
Cases having diffuse axonal TBI with initial pupil abnormalities are also expected to have poor outcomes at 3 to 5 yr
[28]. All but one participant had initial abnormal pupil
reactivity documented. Initial pupil abnormalities have
been generally regarded as a poor short- and long-term
prognostic sign when associated with acute intracranial
pathology in TBI [19,22,29].
This STBI case series raises important questions
about which preinjury and/or postinjury case characteristics or indicators would be sensitive enough to predict the
potential for the return to independent living and gainful
employment after STBI. Young age, preinjury productivity, college education, prior professional or managerial
occupation, discharge from IR to home, duration of rehabilitation, good social and/or professional support network, absence of psychiatric symptoms, and improvement
from admission to discharge IR FIM scores are all factors
associated with a greater potential for postinjury gainful
employment [16,30–33]. Sex seems to have no significant
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influence on outcomes after TBI [34]. Early interventions
following acute injury to reduce intracranial hypertension
and mass effect have been shown to improve outcomes
[35–36]. Initial treatment of STBI at a level 1 trauma
center may be associated with a greater return of functional independence [37]. Continuous early rehabilitation
interventions beginning during acute care and spanning
IR and outpatient rehabilitation have been shown to
improve outcomes after TBI [38–41]. Also, an investigation of veterans having nonpenetrating moderate TBI to
STBI found that those with a latency of less than 48 d in
trauma acute care prior to transfer to postacute IR were
2.4 times more likely to be productive in terms of ability
to return to work at 1 yr [42]. The nine patients in this
case series shared most of these characteristics associated
with good outcomes, including early interventions following acute injury to reduce intracranial hypertension
and mass effect at a level 1 trauma center, latency of less
than 48 d for transfer from acute care to postacute IR,
discharge from IR to home with family, outpatient rehabilitation, excellent social support, and no psychiatric
symptoms following recovery from PTA. An additional
indicator common to the nine patients was improvement
from admission to discharge in IR cognitive FIM scores
of 8 to 22 points, with an average improvement in IR
cognitive FIM scores more than twice that of the national
UDSMR pooled data for 2010.
In this case series, it is also noteworthy that five of
the participants demonstrated an improvement in sphincter continence from supervision to modified independence during acute care based on their admission IR
sphincter FIM scores. Also, all nine had combined bowel
and bladder FIM scores of 12 or greater, indicating independence to modified independence with bowel and
bladder function with no incontinence by discharge from
IR. Sphincter incontinence is commonly associated with
diseases that involve cognitive impairment and loss of
functional independence such as untreated normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH), various dementias, stroke,
and acute TBI [17,18,42–46]. Persistence of sphincter
incontinence in patients with TBI is associated with poor
functional outcomes [17–18]. Data from this case series
seems to suggest that the recovery of continence after
TBI may be associated with favorable functional outcomes. Similarly, patients having NPH that are successfully treated with shunting have recovery of continence
and cognition [46]. Brain mapping studies suggest that
the prefrontal cortex has important projections to other

brain regions in the regulation of continence [47]. The
prefrontal cortex is also known to have important connections with other brain regions in the integration of
cognition. Thus, it would seem plausible that the recovery of continence could parallel the recovery of cognition
due to the commonality of the pathways originating in
the prefrontal cortex.
Another question raised by this civilian case series
would be whether or not the findings, regarding improvements in cognition and sphincter control as potential predictors of rehabilitation outcomes, would also be
applicable for veterans with STBI. Veterans having STBI
from military conflicts may have clinical characteristics
that compare and differ from those of the civilians in this
case series in several important ways. This case series
involved a civilian group of mostly young patients, ages
16 to 45 yr, having STBI with closed-head trauma as a
result of high-speed motor vehicle accidents. Veterans
having TBI are also mostly young; however, in contrast,
they have a higher incidence of penetrating head trauma
from blasts and gunshot wounds than closed-head TBI,
which may also occur from motor vehicle crashes or
other nonpenetrating mechanisms [3]. Reportedly, from
2004 to 2008, the ratio of moderate TBI to STBI as the
result of penetrating versus closed-head trauma in Iraq
and Afghanistan was >2:1; however, the ratio changed to
1.3:1 in 2008 to 2010, possibly due to improvements in
the use of protective measures and tactics and/or progress
in diagnosis of closed-head TBIs [3]. Reportedly, veterans with TBI are significantly more likely to undergo
intracranial pressure monitoring and operative neurosurgical intervention than civilians [48], which may improve
outcomes [35–36]. However, in this case series, all participants had intracranial pressure monitoring and two
underwent neurosurgical procedures that included a craniectomy and a craniotomy.
In civilian populations with TBI, most STBIs tend to
occur from traffic-related accidents compared with falls
and violence, but interestingly, the functional recovery
may be best in the civilian patients having traffic accidents as a cause of trauma [49–50]. Reasoning for poorer
outcomes in patients having TBI due to violence remains
uncertain [49–50] but has been attributed to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [51]. PTSD may be more
likely to occur in veterans sustaining significant injury in
intense and/or violent combat situations that may include
blast neurotrauma [51–53]. PTSD may also coexist with
depression and/or chronic pain [52,54], but it may also
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occur independently of these psychological comorbidities [54]. None of the patients in this case series had
PTSD, depression, or chronic pain. Chronic pain, anxiety,
and depression can act as distractors of concentration and
attention that may interfere with recovery in mild TBI
[55]. However, in all classifications of TBI severity,
including STBI, these psychological comorbidities and
PTSD may also be related to lesions involving the prefrontal lobes and/or other regions of the brain having prefrontal connections [52,56–60]. As described previously,
prefrontal connections may also be important in cognition and sphincter continence. Thus, it seems plausible
that the recovery of continence and/or cognition during
IR may still have potential as markers of future recovery
of functional independence in veterans having psychological comorbidities in association with STBI as a result
of combat-related trauma, including blast neurotrauma,
which was not a mechanism of injury represented in this
case series.
The favorable long-term recoveries to full independence in this case series would not have been expected
based on the usual acute prognostic indicators reviewed
in this article. The case participants had an average
improvement in IR cognitive FIM scores more than twice
that of the national UDSMR pooled data for 2010 and
approximately twice the improvement seen in the
national sphincter FIM scores for that year, even with the
previously described ceiling effect, since recovery of
bowel and bladder continence started in five of the
patients during the acute care hospitalization. This case
series suggests the potential usefulness of IR cognitive
and sphincter FIM improvements and particularly of the
return of bowel and bladder continence by IR discharge
for predicting favorable remote functional outcomes in
STBI. Further research is necessary to investigate
whether bowel and bladder continence status is indeed a
useful tool in STBI outcome prediction alone and/or in
combination with other measures or factors such as those
used in the IMPACT [7–8] and CRASH [8] databases.
Similarly, further research is needed to determine
whether a ratio of IR cognitive FIM score improvements
of approximately twice the annual UDSMR average may
also be useful in STBI outcome prediction either alone
and/or in combination with any of the other measures or
factors discussed in this article, including bowel and
bladder continence status.

LIMITATIONS
Foremost, this is a small case series rather than a randomized study and thus subject to the many limitations of
this type of observational design. Patients were included
in this case series based on the first author’s knowledge
of the favorable outcome and also contingent on the
availability of the medical record for review with consent. If records were not available for evaluation regarding data necessary for this case series investigation, then
a patient having a known favorable outcome would not
have been included. Furthermore, this was a civilian case
series involving STBI from nonpenetrating trauma; thus,
limitations may exist in applying the findings to veterans
with penetrating STBI.
Also, it is important to note that the national UDSMR
data used for comparison in this study includes all IR persons with TBI, which would include those with moderate
TBI and perhaps some with mild TBI. The UDSMR data
set is thus more diverse than that of the STBI case series
in this report. Therefore, the average change in cognitive
and sphincter FIM scores in the UDSMR sample may be
restricted by a ceiling effect inherent with this data set. It
is also noteworthy that there definitely was a ceiling
effect on the possible sphincter FIM score improvements
in this case series since five participants were admitted to
IR with combined sphincter FIM scores of 11 to 12, indicating significant recovery of continence during acute care.
In addition, the comparisons with national normative
UDSMR FIM data were not true statistical comparisons
when taking into account the standard deviations of the
FIM scores in the reference sample. Despite these limitations, the Z-score calculated for the FIM cognitive change
was greater than Z = 1.0 though not greater than Z = 1.96
at the 0.5 level of significance, suggesting the need for a
large sample study. A further limitation in this small case
series would be that the conclusions could be subject to
low base rate phenomena since a favorable functional
outcome after a STBI is uncommon. Positive and negative predictive information that would be needed in further research to counter the problem of the low base rate
phenomena would be data regarding the number of individuals having strong IR cognitive and sphincter FIM
scores who do not go on to have favorable functional
recoveries and/or the number of individuals having unimpressive IR cognitive and sphincter FIM scores who go on
to have full functional recoveries to complete independence.
Also, it is possible that the cognitive FIM score changes
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in this case series may only demonstrate that patients
with STBI with favorable functional recoveries will have
greater gains during IR, which would be expected. However, the return of bowel and bladder continence by discharge from IR in these patients with STBI having
subsequent long-term full functional recoveries to complete
independence was unexpected. This finding suggests the
possibility that sphincter continence may be a novel
marker that may be useful in STBI outcome prediction.

CONCLUSIONS
In this retrospective case series investigation, the
data seem to suggest that a return of bowel and bladder
continence during acute and/or early postacute care and a
cognitive recovery with cognitive FIM gains of nearly
twice the national average during IR may be associated
with favorable long-term functional outcomes following
STBI. Conversely, persistence of incontinence may be
associated with poor outcomes in TBI [15–16]. If return
of bowel and/or bladder continence and cognition is
shown in subsequent prospective studies to be useful in
long-term STBI outcome prediction, possible applications might include early determination of rehabilitation
services targeted to specific functional deficits, vocational rehabilitation planning, intervention development,
resource allocation, cost projection, and family counseling.
A key finding of interest in this study was the association of the recoveries with a return of bowel and bladder
continence, which occurred in 55 percent of these cases
during acute care. The predictive value of bowel and
bladder continence in long-term recovery following
STBI should be further investigated in a large sample
study because this may be an often overlooked but
important factor associated with the potential for a favorable long-term outcome to full independence. Perhaps the
association between STBI recovery and the return of
bowel and bladder continence and cognition could be
investigated further via the vast database of the VA
national healthcare system in veterans having penetrating
and nonpenetrating head trauma.
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